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Pretty much all of our local races have very challenging hills. Think of Lake Wyola, Bridge of
Flowers, the Summit Run. We often just deal with these geographic realities when we get
there; after all, if there’s an uphill there’s a downhill as well, right? But who hasn’t
experienced a brutal case of blow-up after tackling one of these monsters a little too hard,
a little too early in the game? It happened to me early in my running career, and it’s been
the most valuable lesson I ever learned during a race. The 10K in question had been
described to me as “3K of gradual uphill followed by 7K downhill.” It wasn’t an accurate
description. I charged up that first slope, reckless and dumb like a dog chasing that cuddlylooking animal with all those quills, and boy did I pay for it. At 5K, the wheels came off and
I felt like I had been deluded all this time – me, a runner? What was I thinking? It took
every scrap of willpower to finish. That’s the day I learned the importance of pacing and
how going too hard does not just mess with my legs, but with my head. Big time.
So there is a special art to grinding up a hill and keeping all those trembling little meters on
the dashboard from pointing to the red zone. When it comes to pacing, practice makes
perfect, and what better place to practice than our own Mount Sugarloaf?
In late March, when the last of the snow finally rained off, we started Hill Training on
Wednesdays, with a dedicated group of SMAC runners who have until now stoically put up
with jumping jacks and ‘dancing’ (as Dave Martula calls it). Week after week, we’ve been
digging into the 22% grade, and we’re getting stronger! Mt. Toby, Mt. Holyoke, Mt.
Washington, we’ll get you before you get us. It’s not too late to join the fun! Hill training
continues every Wednesday evening at 6 p.m. until the weekly speed workouts at the
Deerfield Academy track begin.

From the Editor

SMAC Takes All Kinds
One of the things I like about running in general is the
variety and diversity of the sport, both in terms of the people
involved and the types of running that are possible. I’ve met
people from all walks, and run everywhere from the densest
urban streets to trails on the tops of high mountains. The tent
is large, and we’re all unified under its welcoming umbrella.
I think SMAC embodies this phenomenon completely. In
our club we’ve got all kinds of runners, spanning the full spectrums of speed, distance, terrain, location, and general outlook/perspective. It’s part of our appeal, one of our core
strengths. It’s proof we have a lot to offer each other. Nowhere is this more evident than at races like the annual Ron
Hebert 8-miler (see Tom Davidson’s race recap on p. 6),
where SMAC runners proudly make up a majority of the field
and fill out the vital ranks of volunteers behind the scenes.
Speaking of volunteers, one of our own has recently been
bestowed with an incredibly esteemed honor. Bill Durkee,
who for many years served as the meet director (and lively
color commenter) at the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club’s
winter indoor track meets at Smith College, was named 2016
USATF-NE Volunteer of the Year for his multiple contributions
to local track and field officiating. The award was presented
by Chris Pasko, the president of USATF New England.
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From feedback received, it sounds like readers really appreciate the member profiles, and enjoy finally connecting
names to faces in some cases. Two of our speedier members
are profiled in this issue. Starting on p. 3, check out the inside
scoop on Alejandro Heuck and Bridget Macdonald.
Filling out the rest of this more-or-less regular-sized issue
(for REAL this time; last issue I jinxed myself by writing this
column too early!), we’ve got the return of race shorts (with
my apologies to any members I missed), the advent of a feature called The Ritter Files by longtime member Grant Ritter,
and a personal account of Megan Tudryn’s big trip to Boston.
Patrick Pezzati shows us how, after turning 50, his road to
Boston began in Holyoke. Jeanne LaPierre offers another uncensored glimpse inside the mind of a fellow runner with her
excellent article about preparing for and running the Cherry
Blossom 10-Miler in DC. John Reino has drafted a list of FAQs
about the SMAC Race Series. Carrie Stone and Ted Ridout
provide amazing write-ups of (very) last-minute races. And
we’ve also got the usual listing of upcoming events, as well as
SMAC gear you can get, a Don Grant classic from the archives
(and one from Sue, too!), and a pair of pretty parting shots.

Following on the heels of Jeanne’s book review last issue,
this issue contains not one but TWO movie reviews. Dave
Martula saw the new movie Boston, and I evaluate a relatively recent documentary about the Barkley Marathons. Look
for more film reviews in upcoming issues. If anyone has seen
and has opinions about Patriots Day, please share! I know I
have a few things I want to say about a couple of running
documentaries I’ve seen lately and will write those thoughts
up. I’ve also got a shoe review or two in mind.
Abrupt topic change: have you checked the SMAC website lately?? There’s a lot of cool new content on the Photos,
Results, Calendar, Series, Sun, and Home pages.
As always, an open appeal to you, readers and runners,
to please keep those newsletter submissions coming. The Sun
only happens with your help. My email address is: alpinefin
[at] comcast.net and my inbox is always open. Please, send
us: stuff, stories, recipes, recaps, routes, rants, profiles, pictures, letters, anything and everything. As previous Sun editor
Ben Bensen once wrote: “If you ran it, we want to run it!”
One last thing I really want to say this time around: how
freaking cool is Katherine Switzer??? If ever anyone embodied the original spirit and character of SMAC, it’s her.
-Ben
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Member Profile

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Alejandro Heuck
Age: 52
Town: Amherst
Job: Professor of Biochemistry
Where are you from originally, and
(if not from here) what brought you
to this area? I am originally from
Buenos Aires, Argentina. A job opportunity brought me to the valley.
Runner since: I did some middistance track running late in high
school and during the first year of
college. Then I re-discovered running in 2010 after my wife bought
me a pair of Mizuno Wave Rider
10’s and sent me to the gym.

design a good training plan…
What is one of your biggest running
aspirations? Run “for fun” all the
major marathons after giving up on
running fast.
Favorite recovery drink: Chocolate
milk soon after the run

Secret tips or good advice? Have a
plan, and stick to it as much as possible. Running partners are awesome, but sometimes not everybody
is doing what you need to do. Enjoy
the company, but respect the plan.
Training partners? I share the pain
with many friends, and often run
with the Shutesbury Coffee Cake
Club.

Cross training activities? Weight
Personal Records? As a master runtraining to slow down muscle loss
ner you need to rely on age-graded
results to compare performances,
Favorite local running route? A variAlejandro in the 2015 Holyoke St. Pat’s 10K
because there is a point where no
ety of road loops around North Ammatter how hard you train, you only
herst, that include combinations of
get slower. Using this scale, my records would be 2:12.1 for
roads like Teawaddle, Juggler Meadow, Depot, Long Hill,
800m in the summer of 2012 outdoors, and a 1:18:29 at the
Route 63, etc.
New Bedford Half Marathon in 2015 (fastest master perforFavorite season to run in? Winter and Fall Hot or cold? Cold
mances in those distances and both above 85% age grading).
Time of day? Noon. But on weekends the Coffee Cake Club
Last year I ran a 2:13.5 outdoor 800m which now will be my
forces me to wake up very, very early.
age-graded PR (87.8%). Most other PRs for distances in beFavorite piece of running gear: Mizuno Wave Ronin 2 (no
tween the mile and the 10-mile are in the 83–84% range.
longer made)
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
What was the last running event you participated in? the
As an individual: New England Champion in 800m outdoors in
2017 Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day 10K
2016. As a team: XC Club National Champion with the Greater
Springfield Harriers 50+ team in 2016.

Favorite TV Show: recently, Timeless and Mars

Local running “claim to fame”: I have never run a marathon

Favorite food: meat on the grill

Favorite place to run: roads and track, far from the dangers
of the wild

Personal goal for 2017: to improve my 800m performance

Favorite book: Lord of the Rings
Secret ambition: Well, this is secret. But someday I would like
to go over my training logs and find “the secret” formula to
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*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming SMAC
member profile, please contact us at sugarloafsun@gmail.com.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Bridget Macdonald
Age: 34
Town: Montague
Job: Science writer and communications specialist for the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Northeast Region
I grew up in Wellesley, Massachusetts, and went to college in
the Finger Lakes region of New York state, where I learned I
to embrace running up hills. After college, I spent several
years living a migratory lifestyle tied to work as a seasonal
park ranger at Cape Cod National Seashore. Over the course

of several winter seasons, I traveled to Tunisia, bicycled the
entire perimeter of the U.S. Gulf Coast, led environmental
education programs in Boston Public Schools, studied journalism in Chicago and Washington, D.C., and made cheese at a
family owned dairy in Connecticut, among many other less
interesting things. I move to Northampton in 2011 when I
began a graduate program in Environmental Conservation at
UMass Amherst, and I have settled happily into a more sedentary inhabitation style in the Valley.
I never ran competitively on a track or cross-country team,
but I started running for exercise in high school, and began
running in races occasionally for fun in my 20s. The first race I
won was the Eastman 10K in Eastman, NH. But based on a
cursory Google search, this race appears to no longer exist, so
I can’t actually prove it.
The race I would never do again is the American Odyssey
Relay, a two-day 200-mile team relay that went from Gettysburg, PA, to Washington, D.C. The three legs that I ran -- 8
miles past battlefields and over a covered bridge, 4.5 miles in
the middle of nowhere in the middle of the night, and 6 miles
along the Potomac River at dawn -- were lovely; the hours of
idle time in a van with smelly teammates and painfully little
sleep were not.
My favorite local race is hard to choose! In terms of scenery,
the Rabbit Run, Happy Valley Half Marathon, Clarkdale Cider
Run 12K, the Amherst 10-Miler…it’s easy to keep listing. For
perks, the Hatfield potato race and Hot Chocolate Run are
neck and neck.

Bridget at work. “Full disclosure: I did not catch this fish, or eat it
for that matter. I was accompanying a team of US Fish and Wildlife
Service biologists doing field work on the Boquet River in NY state
last fall, and this salmon was one of their study participants.”
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The race on my wish list is “la Course de l’Escalade” coinciding with an esoteric holiday celebrated in December in Geneva, Switzerland, called Escalade, which commemorates the
vanquishing of troops deployed by the Duke of Savoy to
attack the city under the cover of darkness in 1602. Legend
has it a Genevan woman took a cauldron of soup out to cool
in the fortress turret, saw the invaders attempting to scale
the walls, dumped the cauldron of hot soup on them, and
alerted the troops. In addition to the 7.3K race, festivities include eating soup, eating fondue, dressing in costumes, and
smashing small cauldrons made of chocolate with marzipan
vegetables inside while shouting, “Ainsi périrent les ennemis
de la République!”
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[Bridget Macdonald member profile, continued from previous page]

My proudest racing achievement was finishing the 2015 Hot
Chocolate Run 5K in less than 20 minutes (19:37). It was a
goal that I had set for myself after coming close the previous
year, and I trained hard to achieve it. Also, my speedy cousin
Adrian (who just finished 88th in the 2017 Boston Marathon
with a time of 2:33:55) made congratulatory guacamole for
me afterwards, explaining that it was the traditional way to
reward a runner who broke 20 minutes in a 5K on the team
he coached; it was a strange and delicious honor.
My running role model is my aforementioned cousin. He’s
soft spoken, encouraging, humble, and tremendously disciplined. I love watching him compete, running races with him,
and (especially) eating with him after a race. He can put away
an astonishing amount of food, and yet he still always has
room for dessert.
My favorite season to run is fall and spring, heck even winter
as long as the ground is dry. I hate running in the stifling summer heat. My legs feel like leaden sponges.
My favorite place to run is off-the-beaten path on the Outer
Cape -- on fire roads, paths in the woods, beaches, bike trails,
and back roads that offer a range of terrain and scenery.
There’s almost always a cool breeze to keep the heat and
bugs at bay, and you’re never far from a body of water in
which to take a refreshing dip after a run.
When I lived off of South Street in Northampton, one of my
favorite local running routes was a six-mile loop up Burts Pit
Road, over the one-lane bridge on Clement Street, and back
along the Mill River pathway. I’m still getting to know my new
running neighborhood in Montague, but I love running the
bicycle bridge over the Connecticut River, and through the
sand plains. It reminds me of the Cape.
I am a pretty low-tech, thrifty person (aside from shoes, almost all of my running clothes have been purchased second
hand, or were gifts, hand-me downs, or free) but my most
valuable running accessory is a pair of Saucony running
mittens that keep my hands warm in the coldest weather and
feature a fleece nose-wiping area to boot.
I don’t listen to music while I run, but I do listen to music in
almost every other waking moment. Some regulars on the
playlist include: The Band, Bob Dylan, Aretha Franklin, CCR,
The Eagles, Elvis, Paul Simon, Sam Cooke, The Beach Boys,
Rubblebucket, Ben Webster, and Yo-Yo Ma.
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Bridget in the 2015 Ron Hebert Road Race

When I’m not running, I like to ride (and tinker with) my bicycle, hike, ski, snowshoe, canoe, swim… anything that gets me
outside in nature. When I’m inside, I’m usually cooking, reading, writing, or spending time with friends (or with cats).
My secret ambition is to write for the likes of Smithsonian,
Science, The New Yorker... and to open a cheese shop. And to
follow through with a podcast idea a friend and I have been
“developing” for a few years. And to get a goat. That last one
is the most likely to happen.
My favorite foods are cheese (young, old, mild, sharp, stinky,
creamy, dry, goat, cow, sheep, anything but “Whiz”), bread
(the crustier the better), any kind of fruit all the time, sweet
potatoes, and all manner of seafood, but salmon and mussels
on a regular basis.
My running goal for 2017 is to recover completely from the
sprained left ankle that has derailed my training since the
beginning of April. =(
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Spring Sunshine for SMAC Series Kickoff at the 2017 Ron Hebert Road Race
by Tom Davidson
Sixty-six intrepid runners toed the line at the 49th annual
Ron Hebert Road Race in Northampton on April 9th. The race
kicked off the 2017 SMAC Race Series and the Sugarloaf running apparel was abundant. The course is an 8-mile loop
around Northampton and Haydenville, and is known for both
its uphills and downhills. Many runners were using the race
as a Boston tune-up run, some doing an extra 8-mile lap as a
warm up while others chose to wear extra layers on an already warm morning to prepare for a possible warm Boston
Marathon morning. After the first mile, the field spreads out
quickly as the runners climb the first long hill of the course.
The water stop at mile 2 was most welcome on a morning
that was warmer than it had been in recent weeks. After
turning off of Route 9 the road is less busy and the quieter
roads were welcome as we settled into our paces. The second of the big hills winds its way up after the 4-mile marker,
with a little teaser roller of a hill followed by the long climb
up to the 5-mile marker. The reward for the climb is one of
the most satisfying descents in local road racing. Long and

Finish line volunteers

not too steep, the pace picks up quickly with the help of gravity. One last hill sneaks up just before the 7-mile marker, and
then the final mile is flat and fast (despite a moderate headwind this year). New SMAC President Tom Raffensperger described the challenging route this way: “The course is like an
Escher painting; it only goes up!”
After tackling all those hills, each finisher was rewarded
with a nifty pair of SMAC running socks. While some have
commented that the race is too small and not popular, I think
that it is a terrific race. It’s longer than a 10K but shorter than
a 10-miler or half marathon, hilly enough to be interesting,
and flat enough to be manageable. If you’re training for a
spring marathon or just starting to run after a long winter off,
the 50th Annual Ron Hebert Race in 2018 should definitely be
on your calendar.
Results on Coolrunning
Tom is a longtime SMAC runner from Easthampton.

It’s a race!
Tom, Brian, Ron,
and Norm near mile 5

Rachel Davini

Sohan Tyner

Mike Murphy
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Brian Williams

Jeremy Roussel

See more Ron Hebert race photos
next page —>
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Start of the 2017 Ron Hebert Road Race

Sri Bodkhe

Chelsea Farinacci

JoEllen Reino

Racers at
the start

Skip Soper

Lake Mary Trailblazers 5K in Lake Mary, Florida
April 22, 2017
by Tom Davidson
Racing in other places isn’t something I get to do very
often. I’m a New Englander and don’t usually race while travelling on vacation. But this April I had my chance to race far
from home, in a place about as different from New England
in April as they come. I was down in central Florida with my
family for school vacation. My brother, also a runner, has a
job timing local races and happened to be doing one while
we were visiting. With his encouragement, I signed up. Since
we’d be driving over to the race together that morning, him
to set up, me to warm up and race, I asked when we needed
to leave. “5 a.m.,” he replied. I asked what time the race
started. “7:30.” It seems they do things different down there.
So with toothpicks holding open my eyes and a large
coffee in my hand, I joined him in the darkness and we headed to the race. To my surprise, people actually showed up to
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race that early in the morning. I thought of our local races,
like Bridge of Flowers, Ron Hebert Race, and Hot Chocolate
Run. We would never get 200 people to toe the line at 7:30
a.m.! So the gun went off and so did we, with the sun quickly
climbing in the Florida sky. Two things I learned about Florida
running in that 5K. One, it’s a good thing we did start that
early because by 8 a.m. it was close to 80 degrees already and
I was dying of the heat, and two, Florida races are really, really flat. 3.1 miles and 20 right- and left-hand turns later I was
across the line, leaving a GPS map that looked like it could
have been drawn on an Etch-a-Sketch.
Overall it was fun to race in a new place and to not have
any expectation or prior knowledge of your fellow racers, and
just be free to race. I highly recommend mixing racing and
travelling.
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Shorts!
by Ben Kimball
There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to
cover all of them in any given issue of The Sun. But while we
can’t have full recaps for every race SMAC members have
participated in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the
ones we know about. Thus… the return of SHORTS!
WAMDA 5K (3/4/17): On a very cold Saturday in early March,
222 participants crossed the finish line of this annual race at
Look Park in Florence. Racers were led by 18-year-old Henry
Domnarksi who ran a 17:37 for top male and Apryl Sabadosa
who ran an 18:16 for top female (and 3rd place overall). Other SMAC racers included James Farrick, Peter Kennedy, Aleks
Kajstura, Stephanie Funk, Ted Ridout, Nancy Mead, Robert
Averill, Lorraine Lapointe, Don Grant, Rebecca GonzalezKreisberg, and Jeff Folts. Results
Stu’s 30K (3/5/17): Several SMAC members schlepped out to
Clinton, MA for the annual big loop around Wachusett Reservoir. The snow had all melted, but cold winds, especially at
the start, reminded runners that it was winter who was still in
charge. For the club, Sri Bodkhe led the way to a 58th-place
finish in 2:20:29, followed by fellow members Brian Pickell,
Rich Clark, Ben Kimball, and Dave Martula. Results
Holyoke St. Pat’s Road Race (3/18/17): Far too many SMAC
members raced in this festive annual event to name, but a
special shout-out goes to Apryl Sabadosa, who took the top
spot in the women’s race with a time of 36:01. Also cracking
the top 100 for SMAC were Alejandro Heuck (37:12) and
Grant Ritter (40:12). Results
Autism Speaks U 5K Run/Walk (4/2/17): 208 racers turned
out for this fundraising event in Amherst. Continuing her recent winning streak, Apryl Sabadosa nabbed first place for
the women (and 2nd overall) in 20:32. Eric Ciocca finished in
5th place in 23:06. Results
NoHo 5K XC #1 (4/4/17): It poured all afternoon, right up to
about one hour before the start of the race. Full of fresh
snowmelt mixed with recent rains, the Mill River was slightly
flooding its banks. A fairly fast field showed up, with most
finishing in under 30 minutes. Coach Eric Nazar was there
with 4 or 5 of his Hampshire College runners (who cleaned UP
in the awards). Lots of regular SMAC runners. Results
Big Cheese 5K (4/8/17): 385 racers turned out for this annual
race in Athol. Greenfield’s Aaron Stone led the way with a
wicked-fast time of 17:32. SMAC members spotted included
Christine Morin and Nancy Mead. Results
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UMASS Dash and Dine 5K (4/8/17): SMAC runners included
Jeff Folts, Mark Mazzola, Dave Martula, Amy Sternheim, Terri Geffert, and Kevin Decoteau. Results
Berkshire Highlands Pentathlon (4/13/17): John McCarthy of
Ludlow took second place in this annual endurance test held
at Berkshire East in Charlemont. Results
Race to End Child Abuse 5K (4/22/17): SMAC’s Garth Shaneyfelt (who WON this race, by the way) sent in this report: “The
Child Advocacy Center’s first Race to End Child Abuse 5K was
held on Earth Day at the new Greenfield Center on Wisdom
Way. Due to tough weather on its original date (in early
April), it was rescheduled to unfortunately conflict with the
Franklin County Spring Parade 5K over in nearby Montague. Nevertheless, a hearty band of 30 or so folks toed the
line for the casual race (no numbers, and registration by donation only). No official placing this year, but SMAC kindly
donated the use of the timing system so that runners could
see their times as they crossed, and later get their mile
splits. Nicely organized with good volunteer traffic control
and even a mid-race water stop. Garth Shaneyfelt “won” in
19:53. SMAC was also represented by Dave Martula, Melinda
Baughman, and Francia Wisnewski (and maybe others I don't
know). Keep an eye on the calendar for the 2018 iteration of
this fast race for a great cause.”
Franklin County Spring 5K (4/22/17): Known SMAC racers present included Bob Bezio (2nd place in 18:49), Eric Ciocca,
Michelle Dwyer, and Catherine Bezio. Results
Purple Run/Walk for a Cure 5K/10K (4/23/17): Abbie Zaret
won the women’s race (and placed 4th overall) in 49:02. She
was closely followed by Sue Monahan (6th place) in 49:24,
and Sara Chunglo in 1:06:17. Results

Goat Hill Trail Festival (4/23/17): On a gorgeous, sunny spring
day, Ben Kimball, Jennifer Garrett, and Susannah Tracy Small
all wound around the twisty singletrack trails of Goat Hill in
Uxbridge. Ben did the full 50K while Jen and Susannah both
ran the 8-mile course. Results
Daffodil Run 5K and 10K (4/30/17): This year, this huge event
took place the day before this issue of The Sun was due to
come out, so it was originally just going to get a quick short.
But check out Carrie Stone’s full-fledged race recap on p. 17!

Please send in YOUR race results and stories for future Shorts!
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My Boston Journey
by Megan Tudryn
I was never a runner, in fact I hated running. In high
school, I would fake sickness when we had to run the mile.
That all changed in 2013 when I packed up the car with my
two small children and headed to Boston to watch my cousin
Sara run the marathon. I was in awe; I had never see anything like it. We stood among thousands cheering for those
who had limited mobility, cancer survivors, those that were
running in memory of loved ones, elites, etc. It was when I
saw a military amputee that I finally said, “I’m going to run a
marathon someday.”
The following February I ran my first half marathon. Then
in 2014 I watched my second Boston Marathon. Once again
my motivation was sparked. I wanted to do this! I ran one
more half in May, then sent Sara a text saying, “There’s a
marathon in two weeks, do you think I could do it?” She replied, “It may not be the smartest idea, but go for it.” So I did.

my side for about a mile. Marina has dedication; I have no
doubt she will be running Boston one day.
Now I’m at mile 21. I know I will finish but I’m ready for it
to be over. Make it to 22 to see the best friends a girl could
ask for: Molly, and Laura and Nellie. I tear up again, lots of
hugs, pull it together, and then Molly runs the next mile with
me (in jeans and flip flops). We chat and she updates me on
Sandy, and Kendra’s race. Off to the finish I go. Crossing that
finish line filled a hole that was within me.
My final Boston finishing time: 5:30

I was hooked. I’ve run 10 marathons in eight states since
(my PR time was a 4:30 in Burlington), but I still really wanted
to run Boston because that’s where it all began for me. Luckily, SMAC gave me that opportunity this year.
Race recap: It started with us all on the bus being nervous about the heat... Soon enough, TJ (my husband) sends
me on my way at the start. The first 6 or so miles were
packed and virtually a blur. Once we were out of the pack,
the first friend I saw was Allison; she was screaming and
jumping up and down with so much enthusiasm. I gave a
quick high-five and kept going. Shortly after I began to feel
the heat, but then out of the blue I heard another friend and
family cheering. That filled me with smiles and I kept running.
By mile 13 though, I felt so dizzy that I sent a text to my
friend Molly that I was considering making a visit to the medical tent. Molly replied with a picture of Laura holding a poster that said, “Four years ago you watched, today you inspire.” So I cried for a good minute but kept running. Feeling
defeated I just kept drinking, dumping water on my head,
and grabbing ice from all the angels in the crowd. My goal
was to make it to mile 22 to see my friends, but it seemed so
far off. Trudging along contemplating the medical tent again,
I saw Allison around mile 16. At that moment, I really needed
her. I ran across the road, gave her a huge gross sweaty hug,
started to cry… and then kept running. She totally gave me
the boost I needed to deal with the hill in front of me.
Whew... I made it. Then came mile 19 when I heard Amy yell
my name. Another hug was in order (poor Amy :-) ). Her
daughter Marina and friend joined the race. They stayed by
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Megan Tudryn: 2017 Boston Marathon Finisher
Editor’s note: Each year, SMAC is given ten Boston Marathon
applications for non-qualifiers, to be distributed among interested club members via a random drawing.
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The Ritter Files

Lessons from the Seven Sisters
by Grant Ritter
Back in 2000 when I had no idea of what I was getting
myself into, Seven Sisters was my first trail race. More than
ten finishes (and two DNFs) later it has delivered memories,
adventures, and life lessons that have shaped who I am both
as a person and a runner.
The mid-point of the race is very near where I grew up. I
had always been curious about it but never thought I would
actually run it. Then in 2000 my great-uncle Ted, who has
long been involved with the race, challenged my brother and
me to do the race; he even paid our entry fee. This was too
enticing an offer to pass up even though I had never run
more than 3 miles, let alone run on a trail.
There I stood, looking up at Bare Mountain in a cotton tshirt with cargo shorts and a Pop-Tart in each pocket. I didn’t
have any running gear at the time; everyone around me
looked like a professional athlete and I wondered what I got
myself into. The first climb up after that start seemed endless
and I was fighting the mental realization that this would be
the first of many climbs on the course. Reality soon hit me in
the form of burning legs, a lack of energy, and a pace that
was hovering between a walk and a crawl. Finally I reached
the turn-around where my parents and great uncle were
working at the aid station. I felt defeated and this was only
the halfway point. The idea of taking another step seemed
impossible and then the temptation to walk the few steps to
home became greater and greater. I let the doubt take over
me and I walked home; my first experience at the Seven Sisters Trail Race was a DNF. The Seven Sisters had dealt me a
valuable lesson; know the challenge you are facing and put in
the training to take it on. I also learned that doubt could be a
powerful and destructive force if you let it take over.
I thought that finishing the Seven Sisters Trail Race would
remain a half-checked item on my bucket list until, a few
years later, my father asked me to do it with him. How could I
pass that up? Leading up to the race we trained side-by-side
on trails once or twice per week. During the race we motivated each other over the hills and we crossed the finish line
together in just over 4 hours. Sure, this time was not blazing
fast, but it was progress. The Seven Sisters race had given me
its next lesson: you will be rewarded for the effort you put in,
with a bonus tip that a training partner is a great key to staying motivated.
In 2008 I got the full-on Seven Sisters addiction and have
run it every year since then. And the lessons have not
stopped coming. It was very hot on race day in 2011, but I did
nothing to deal with the heat. My legs were shaking by mile
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Grant in the 2015 Seven Sisters Trail Race.

6, and I hit the wall at mile 8 where I dropped out and took
my second DNF. The Seven Sisters Trail Race had taught me
to take nothing for granted, and that nothing is guaranteed.
This is a race that will destroy you the second you let your
guard down. It also reminded me to adapt my strategy for
race conditions.
The Seven Sisters Trail Race has continued to be the highlight of my race calendar each year. I have worked harder
and harder to do my best to meet the challenge by following
a progressive training plan with a nutritional strategy to make
it as productive as possible. As a result, my finishing times
have improved by over an hour and fifteen minutes. Most
importantly, training for the race has opened the door to
new friendships, conversations, and experiences that would
have never happened otherwise. This is the most satisfying
Seven Trail Race lesson: sometimes you get back more than
you put in.
I plan to run this race every year for as long as I am lucky
enough to be able to do it. Each year, I walk to the starting
line reflecting on how these twelve rocky miles have enabled
unforgettable experiences and challenges that enrich every
day of my life.

See Grant’s member profile on p. 15 of the July/Aug 2016 Sun
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The Running Life

Placement, Perspective, and a Peccadillo
by Jeanne LaPierre
DISCLAIMER: At the time of writing, the race was yet to be run. In the spirit of superstition, this runner did not want to give
power to a jinxing, so preferred not to mention the race by name: voodoo science, irrational logic, and all that. She entered the
cone of silence two weeks prior, avoiding public spaces while vigilantly washing her hands and taking her vitamins. She believed this may get her to race day in a healthy state. If only she could surround herself with a germ-free bubble during the
flight. Some of you may think she is crazy because, of course, none of you obsess prior to a race; let’s call it being proactive.
Sharing relieves the burden.
________________________________

The internet provides both a glut and wealth of information; Jeopardy — like factoids that spin round and round
until they are given context. Research about racers, times,
ages, and awards can float the boat or sink it speedily. Interpretation of all that data depends on which perspective gets
lodged in my head. Check here for positive, negative, or "I
don’t know!"
Injuries had healed and I’d moved to the top of an age
group. It was time to take on a bigger race. The event I chose
featured a forgiving course, and I’d run it two times previously, first in 2007. It also offered 5-year age groups. Age groupers from last year ran times equal to or slower than my
hoped-for time. Oh, the places I could go. I close the laptop.
Based on my finishing times for the meager three races
I’d entered last year, I felt confident in challenging a top-five
placement. In May of 2016, I plotted a methodical build-up
having contended with another injury cycle. I ran the Mug
Race 5.5-miler, then the Kiwanis 10K. Great Pal Jodi gamely
helped me scout the
Clarkdale course, a 12K.
Doable. Could I race a
10-miler? Running is
not biking, is not swimming, is not hiking.
Without being able to
run even a mile, life can
feel dismal. So 10 miles
was huge.

Cherry blossoms in the capital.
(photo by Paul Keary)

The ever-changing
race website gurgled
with updates and surprises, an overwhelming amount of information. With no early
metro service on race
day, a hotel would be
necessary;
slamming
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doors, smoke alarms, wedding parties. I played back and
forth with various race officials involving my 20 plus year
“CV” or running resume — my records don’t go back to the
seventies — until they usher me in. Who knew all that data
would be useful? Keep your records. Being able to bypass the
lottery of over 17,000 thousand entrants let me fly over the
TTL or two-time loser rule which means having entered two
consecutive years without being chosen. The third entry is
automatic. I’d already gone that route. I couldn’t wait 3
years. The critical body parts work today!
Two months later, the lottery closes. Up to five controlled waves are in place. (If you jump ahead into a corral
not assigned to you, your finishing time is not counted; the
magic of the chip.) The list of entrants is published.
I’m excited to at last begin the ten-week cycle. By the
mid-point of the training though, I wonder why I’m not feeling any more fit. Jeanne, the light has turned green, GO, GO,
GO, but the body hesitates. The synapses need to warm up
like an old vacuum tube radio so easily distracted by plane
traffic. It crackles and buzzes, gets reoriented, becomes clear,
then, when all the stars align, it goes. Aging puts a damper on
adaptation but the body eventually comprehends the pokes;
speed work, hill intervals, long runs. And sleep, the sweet
solitude of sleep. Naps are an egalitarian activity, bi-partisan
for all to partake. Wait for the medicine to work. I hope that
on race day I am race ready, not one day sooner or later.
The February wind is screeching around invisible corners
as I pop open the race website to discover my competition.
Darned! A super runner from my neck of the woods will compete. Oh, I recognize that name, too. She just turned 60, as
did other faster runners, many more than five. Their past
times in different distances indicate that their speed is not a
fluke. They’re hard workers. Facts don’t lie, though some
would have you believe otherwise. While other factors can
skew performance, those in contention for monetary prizes
will be drug tested. Age groupers, most likely, will not.
[Continued next page]
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The Running Life
[Cherry Blossom 10-Miler; continued from previous page]

I mixed and mulled the info, then adjusted the attitude
for saltiness. I’m smart enough to know I can’t fool myself
into thinking I signed up for the satisfaction of completing the
distance. No, it was about placement. How shallow, but still a
mere peccadillo; I adjust. Now I train for personal best. Call it
trivial, but just wait. You’ll be there in time. It’s all about
time. Refocus on the intrinsic drive to succeed versus the
fleeting glory of the extraneous reward. Call it psychological
mumbo-jumbo, but who doesn’t love the sugar high of a
placement every once in a while? From all the years I’ve been
running, I should know this, but I had visions of Big Rock Candy Mountain.
I felt full of running as I cruised towards the finish. It was
the hardest training I’d done in a long while and it was an
honest effort. I needed to know what I could do. This was it.
It’s about the point of view at the end. The end is when I
cross the line and time stops. Beep. Done. Begin again.

EPILOGUE RACE REPORT: Post-race finish was 1 minute plus
faster than 9 years ago. I credit the ten-week advanced training program for some of my success. The rest of the credit
goes to ME! The Cherry Blossom Ten-Miler in D.C. is part of
the two-week-long festival of activities held in early April. A
5K is also offered. While the race seemed more congested
this year, it is well organized (as evidenced by their website).
Sign up for an alert for lottery entry which occurs in December. The flat course is a grand tour of D.C. sites beginning at
the Washington Monument, running past the Jefferson Memorial and along the Tidal Basin, and finishing back where it
began. Awards are five racers deep in age groups. I missed by
two. Short flight, lots to see and do. Be sure to reserve passes
for any popular museums or exhibits.

Jeanne (red bib) in the Cherry Blossom 10-Miler (photo by P. Keary)

At the dreaded-but-okay race hotel, I had an engaging
pre-race conversation with an 80-year-old woman named
Imme Dyson. Her husband Freeman, a theoretical physicist
and mathematician, taught at Princeton for many years and
had associations with Richard Feynman, Albert Einstein, and
John Nash. She was racing as an elite, garnering the coveted
Yellow Bib. How incredible. She got a kick out of the poster
my husband made for me that read, “Jeanne the Queen, the
running machine.” A rhyming engineer! We were two veteran female athletes chatting about running. That was the
frosting, the gravy, the sugar high.
Am I happy? I'm satisfied. That works for me.
Maybe next year?
Jeanne LaPierre joined SMAC in the mid-seventies. She is proud to
be a member of a club that persists in its mission to support runners
of all abilities while nurturing the younger runners in the profound
and lasting benefits of the sport.

W A N T E D
Photos of You in SMAC Gear
At Any Upcoming Race/Event
Artwork by Sue Grant, reprinted with permission.
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The Running Life

The Upside of Fifty: From Holyoke to Boston
by Patrick Pezzati
Beyond the all-important ages when one can first drive,
vote, or drink, most people don’t tend to look forward to the
“milestone” birthdays. As runners, though, we have a different take on it. Every five or ten years we get to move into a
new, hopefully easier age group. We also get an additional
five or ten minutes added to our “BQ,” the time we need to
qualify for the Boston Marathon. It was with both of these
facts in mind that I actually very much looked forward to
turning 50 on May 3, 2013.

Two days later, I stood shivering at the old Mt. Tom ski
area in shorts and SMAC singlet, waiting to start the secondoldest continually running marathon in Massachusetts – the
Holyoke Marathon, also known as the Walter Childs Race of
Champions. The goal, as always, was to qualify for the Boston
Marathon, the oldest and most prestigious marathon in the
world, where less than three weeks earlier one of the most
vicious and senseless terrorist attacks in history had been
perpetrated. Three people had died, including an 8-year-old
child, and dozens had been injured, many losing limbs.
Getting to Boston went from being a dream with an indefinite timeline to being an imperative: I had to qualify to run
the 2014 edition of the Boston Marathon.

marathon with only 50 or 60 runners and no spectators to
speak of can have many lonely miles, so I decided for the only
time in my racing life to wear headphones. One never knows
for sure what determines a successful race, but in retrospect
these were things that worked. I have not brought music
again, but I’ve since worn a running cap at every marathon.
The race started a few minutes after 8, following the customary introduction from head Harrier Peter Stasz. Just before locking my phone in the car I’d gotten a text from a
friend that said, simply, “let it come to you,” so I had those
words at the forefront of my thoughts. I had never let a marathon “come to me.” Rather, I’d obsessed about the right
[Continued next page]

In my previous nine marathons, I had never come within
even fifteen minutes of making my qualifying time. Turning
fifty gave me an extra five minutes – 3:30 instead of 3:25 –
but unless I ran a lot faster and more consistently I had little
hope of making it. 3:30 is 8 minutes per mile, a pace I could
run but had never been able to hold for the full 26.2 miles.
Two of the previous failures had come in this very race.
The first was in 2009, when I came down with a stomach bug
and felt completely nauseous for the better part of the race.
Then the year after we had a freak 90-degree day in early
May, and with few leaves on the trees yet it was way too hot
to run well. Adding to those unfortunate circumstances was
the very challenging course itself. Beginning by the rock quarry and the old ski lodge, then winding around Whiting Reservoir and Mt. Tom, it finishes with a mile-and-a-half climb up
to the bridge by Mountain Park. Some of the older Springfield
Harriers spoke of an earlier version of the route that was
even harder, though it’s hard to imagine how that could be.
May 5th, 2013 was sunny but chilly, about 40 or so at 8
a.m. It was supposed to stay sunny but only go up to about
60 with no humidity or wind, so it was a pretty good day for a
marathon. I knew from experience, though, that the last
miles along Route 5 are all in the sun with no options for
shade, so I made a point of wearing a hat. I also knew that a
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Patrick on his second loop around Whiting Reservoir.
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The Running Life
[Holyoke Marathon, continued from previous page]

pace or staying with the right people from the first step, and
it had always ended poorly.
This time my goal was to get to mile 10, when we’d exit
the reservoir after two and a half loops, feeling fresh and relaxed. I let people storm ahead and took it slowly through the
first, mostly downhill mile. My watch registered 8 minutes
and 19 seconds, too slow for Boston. No problem. Mile 2 was
8:10. Mile 3 was 7:47 but then I was back over 8 minutes for
several additional miles. I worried that I’d lose too much time
letting it come to me but was determined not to push the
pace. The reservoir is a lovely place to run on a cool spring
day but the rolling dirt terrain is not conducive to a steady
pace; effort alone could dictate a successful run.
I exited the dirt and hit pavement – and the 10-mile mark
– after 1:21:27. Almost a minute and a half too slow! I had
caught a couple guys on the winding climb up to Route 141.
We ran the short stretch on Rte. 141 together, but as we
turned left onto Southampton Road I felt them slipping back.
A few more steps and I was well ahead of them. Mile 11 went
by in a swift 7 minutes and 40 seconds. Mile 12 was even
faster, 7:31, and then mile 13 was 7:32. More importantly,
running felt easy and everything felt great. Somehow I got to
the halfway point of a marathon feeling strong and not the
least bit tired. I was still behind goal pace – my 13.1 time was
1:45:20 or so – but I’d almost made up all the time I’d lost in
the first ten miles already. I still had my doubts, of course.
Getting under 3:30 meant running the second half faster than
the first. I’d never gotten within even five minutes of my firsthalf split in the second half.
I decided to run one mile at a time, and to try and get
that mile under 8 minutes and then worry about the next.
Mile 14 was 7:49. Then 7:58, 7:56. The miles just after the
halfway point are always the hardest for me. You’ve run a
long way but you still have a very long way to go. The negative self-talk started creeping in: “too long,” “you can’t keep
this up,” and so on. I even very briefly thought I should just
drop out, it was too hard. I had succumbed to this negative
thinking in the past, but this time I recognized it for what it
was: fatigue combined with fear of what lay ahead. I reminded myself to run the mile I was in and not to worry about the
miles ahead until I got there. Mile 17 was 7:49 and mile 18
was 8:00, but only because I stopped for a few seconds to
chat with friends who were manning the water stop. As I
started the 3.5-mile stretch on East Street I saw another
friend in his yard. Seeing friendly people and hearing them
say I was looking strong made me feel good, even if they
were lying. Mile 19 was 7:42 and then mile 20 was 7:37. 7:37!
I had never run that fast after that many miles. I was a mi-
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nute ahead of BQ pace! I was tired but I was having no trouble keeping the legs moving. I had also begun passing people
who were slowing down.
7:49 for mile 21, then the turn onto Route 5 and the final
stretch. I was running at 7:50 pace and not needing to slow
down. I hit 24 miles in just over 3 hours and 10 minutes. I
needed to run 2.2 miles, albeit uphill, in under 20 minutes. I
knew I had it. Mile 25, when the final climb starts, was just
over 8 minutes. I stopped to talk to Karin George, who was
manning the last water stop with her son Will, for a second.
She said “go, you’ve got this” and I took off for the final push.
I didn’t notice at the time but mile 26, all of it uphill, was 8
minutes and 41 seconds. The finish was in sight, and I crossed
the line with a hand in the air in 3:27:41.
I qualified for Boston with over 2 minutes to spare. I’d
also come in 13th overall and 2nd in my brand-new age
group behind training partner James Callaway. Ben Kimball’s
pictures from the reservoir loops in the early miles showed
me in 28th place, so I’d passed 15 people. Patience had paid
off, I’d “let the race come to me,” and I’d run a personal record by over 12 minutes. I’ve run several faster marathons
since then, at World Majors in Boston, New York, and Chicago, and all of them are great, special memories, but probably
no race will ever equal that morning in Holyoke when I ran a
race I had thought I’d never be able to run.
I registered for Boston that fall and trained hard through
a cold, snowy winter. That first race after the bombings was
magical, and was capped off by the first American win in decades when “old man” Meb Keflezighi outsmarted and outran
a couple dozen guys with faster PRs than his. I was in Newton, 10 miles from the finish, when Sara Smiarowski relayed
that news and gave me a needed emotional boost. I finished
that race with another PR after running the last few miles
through the streets I’d walked as a BU student in the 80s.
Both these races, one small and local, the other large and
world-encompassing, are prime examples of why running is a
sport where magic can and will happen.
Patrick is a
SMAC member
from Montague
and serves on
the Board of
Directors as
the club’s
official Clerk

Patrick and James at the finish.
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SMAC Series

The SMAC Race Series: Some Frequently Asked Questions
by John Reino, Series Director
1.) Does registration in the Series cover individual race fees?
No.
2.) Joining SMAC as an individual costs $15 – the Series costs $25;
what gives?
The entire $25 fee goes back to the participants in the end-ofseason party. In fact, the party cost slightly exceeds what the
Series earns and the club pays the difference. The $25 defrays the
costs of the space, food, awards, and finisher shirts.
3.) Why is the Series so many months / so many races?
One of the things that distinguishes a Series racer from their
peers is that (s)he is tough. Another thing is that (s)he is passionate about racing and loves a challenge. (S)he is not afraid about
committing to a long-term project of running self-improvement.
The Series is designed to be tough; easy is just not worth it. Big
efforts = big (potential) rewards. Simultaneously, a beginner racer
can enter the Series, stay on track, and do very well. At the end
of the season, a participant knows (regardless of whether they
did “a lot” of events or not) they were part of a social environment where people put themselves to the test and (s)he had the
willingness to at least take that test.
4.) How can you expect me to do 15 races?
When most people enter the Series they look at the schedule and
think, “That’s doable.” However, very few of them achieve the
perfect attendance award. So while 15 races is reasonable (given
the time allocated) it’s not always achievable because life gets in
the way; weddings, graduation, sickness, family functions, and
sometimes injury can all unexpectedly become obstacles to
attendance perfection. Besides, no one actually expects perfection – do as many races as you are comfortable with and run on.
5.) Why are volunteer points allowed?
Volunteer points provide small compensation to a Series runner
who may be injured and can’t race. (S)he is still given a chance to
participate in getting some points and not be feeling quite as left
behind in the standings. The other reason for volunteer points is
that doing so serves the purpose of helping the local racing community pull off their best event (volunteers are always needed).
6.) What if I think my points are incorrectly listed?
Contact the Series Director immediately and state your case; the
Series Director can make misteaks too.
7.) Why join the Series when I can do the same races w/out joining?
Nothing stops that from being done. But a big part of being a
Series runner is the camaraderie formed between people who
would never have met if they weren’t in it. Further, the Series
acts as a race-within-the-race and so intensifies the competition
when someone is chasing another in the standings. Series racers
take a risk by signing up, and then follow through by showing up
at their event. Lastly, Series participants take racing just a little
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more serious than many; by signing up they’re making a commitment to themselves and their running. It’s no accident that some
of the area’s most highly motivated runners are in the Series.
8.) What if I get injured?
Don’t!! Seriously, running comes with inherent risks and sometimes the unexpected happens. However, Series participants generally pay close attention to self-care and developing physical
conditions and will need to take proper action as prevention. If an
injury knocks a racer out of Series competition, disappointment
naturally follows, but for most conditions the participant needs to
give proper attention to rehab and get back in the game ASAP.
While injured, a participant may volunteer at a race as a way to
stay in touch with others in the Series and help out the event.
9.) Why isn’t my favorite race in the Series?
The goal is to have a schedule that is balanced in terms of race
frequency and race distance. For example, there tend to be more
5Ks in the area than 10Ks, and there tend to be fewer local races
in July and August, etc. The Series schedule reflects this. Race
frequency intensifies in the fall months after a slower start in
spring. Race recommendations are always considered when the
schedule is being created; however, the Series Director determines if an event meets Series standards and can be included
without any negative impact on the overall schedule.
10.) What if I’ve already done some races in the Series and now
want to join it?
You can join the Series at any time. However, there is a rule preventing someone from waiting until joining near the end and then
expecting to jump over others in the standings. Once the “grace
period” has passed then the runner’s participation in races prior
the receipt of Series registration will not count towards points
accumulation (called the “back points” rule). The grace period
ends after race #2; in other words, a Series registration received
before race #3 will get “back points” for races #1 and #2, if they
were completed; any registration received after race #3 will get
points for races completed after the registration was received.
11.) …But I’m just not a fast racer?
On any given day for any given distance there is only one person
on the planet that is “fast” – and everyone else in the running
world isn’t fast enough. In other words, there’s always someone
faster than you. Many racers learn this early on and resign themselves to work on continually improving their own running. However, there are also many who become intimidated at being reminded that they’re “not fast enough” and retire from racing. The
Series challenges this thinking, since – and here’s the inside secret! – attendance trumps speed. A fast, irregular-attending participant is always behind in the points standing compared to a
much slower, regular-attending one. Obviously, a fast, frequent
attender still has the edge, but very often speed goes along with
other factors (such as injury) that can impact attendance.
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Film Reviews

BOSTON: A Film Review

The Barkley Marathons

by Dave Martula

by Ben Kimball

Two days after the 2017 Boston Marathon, I attended a
single showing of the documentary film Boston. The movie
was based upon a book written by SMAC co-founder Tom
Derderian, and narrated by Matt Damon.
A good part of the movie traces the hundred-plus-year
history of the run (26.2 miles was not the official distance
back in 1896). There is also some focus – perhaps a bit too
much – on the events of the 2013 marathon. But the editors
did a good job of going back and forth between time periods,
while keeping up development of the theme. Race director
Dave McGillivray was obviously apprehensive as he made
preparations, including substantial security precautions, for
the 2014 running of Boston.
The participation of legendary figures was highlighted,
including the 58 times that Johnny Kelley (the Elder) ran it.
Clarence DeMar was also mentioned, including the times he
would win the race and go back to his printing job where he
arranged type, including that which told of his win, for a local
newspaper. Modern-day heroes also had their talking head
moments, including Bill Rodgers, Amby Burfoot, and Frank
Shorter. (I got much satisfaction hearing Rodgers and Shorter
puffing as they went for a jog.) The entry of women into the
race, which began with Katherine Switzer’s famous running,
was highlighted by race director Jock Semple’s attempt to
pull her from it: “Get out of my race!” (Women at that time
were told not to run more than two miles.)
Interesting to learn that the race was in financial and runner-interest trouble in the mid-80s because the race committee would not pay money awards to elite runners. The
committee obviously changed that, and Boston continued to
grow in numbers. However, it was a major jump from 1995
(9,000) to 38,000 in 1996 (the 100th anniversary) that started
the large crowds we see now.
I enjoyed the film, given that it was a well-done production; it is worth seeing. The Boston Chamber Orchestra, made
up of Boston Symphony members, performed appropriately
wonderful music to match the
various moods of the film. A behind-the-scenes interview with
the composer/conductor of the
score was also included.
Playing at select theaters May 9.
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Oh what a refreshingly delightful film.
Jen and I have watched several documentaries about extreme ultramarathoning endeavors lately, and too frequently
I’ve found myself feeling judgmental about the main characters featured. Specifically, it seems like they’ve lost a particularly important perspective about just being a nice person to
the people helping them, namely their “crew” of friends and
family, without whom they would certainly fail. It IS all about
you when you’re the star of the show, and Donna’s terrific
“Turning Into a Toddler on the Trail” article (see p. 6 of the
Mar/Apr 2016 Sun) has gone a long way to helping me recalibrate my own attitude on the matter, but it’s still really hard
to watch people being astonishingly self-absorbed and acting
as if it’s somehow OK to essentially abuse the people who are
there volunteering to help them. But I digress a bit.
Fortunately, The Barkley Marathons, a 2015 featurelength documentary about a (formerly) obscure yet infamous
race in the mountains just west of Knoxville, Tennessee, profiles people who seem to demonstrate the opposite traits, or
who at least appear humble and grounded despite their admittedly amazing accomplishments. It’s a genuine pleasure to
watch the runners in this movie attempt to complete the race
they’ve willingly signed up for.
In brief, the event consists of five 20-mile loops through
the woods, partly on- and partly off-trail. Nearly all of the
route is rugged, and much of it is downright punishing. The
full course has only been completed 18 times. The well-made
film covers all the important background details, and profiles
the eccentric race director, but the bulk of it follows the
efforts of the 40 racers to finish this torturous endurance test
in 2012. It’s actually less absurd than it sounds. We were
hooked from the first frame, and watched with eager anticipation, wondering whether anyone was going to succeed.
The movie is currently available on Netflix, and presumably can be rented or bought through various other media
outlets. I would highly recommend
it to anyone, but especially runners, of course. It’s definitely one
of the most fun movies about running that I’ve ever seen.
The Barkley Marathons: The Race
That Eats Its Young was directed
by Annika Iltis and Timothy Kane.
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Race Report

Daffodil Run 5K and 10K — April 30, 2017
by Carrie Stone
‘Twas the day before May Day
And all through the streets
Sunny cowbells and jonquils
Cheered runners’ fleet feet.

Less than three months after the success of SMAC’s New
England Grand Prix classic Amherst 10-Miler, SMAC runners
and volunteers helped smash records at yet another running
event in Amherst with over 700 participants, this time at the
Daffodil Run to benefit Big Brothers Big Sisters of Hampshire
County. New race director Jen Loebel timed both the weather and planting season perfectly, with daffodils of all shades
of yellow blooming across Kendrick Park and warm sunlight
streaming through street-side shade trees. Jen learned a lot
as a volunteer at the 10-Miler; she even ordered yellow cowbells for all her volunteers to ring all along the course!

The 10K race had 247 finishers. Overall winners were Stuart Crawford of Amherst with a 6:00 pace, and Lilly Calderwood (no address given) with a 6:37 pace. John Herron came
in 2nd in 37:42 (6:05 pace). Special shout-out to SMAC member Sohan Tyner, 4th overall at age 17, with a 6:15 pace!
There were 456 finishers in the 5K. Overall winners were
Sam Morris of Deerfield, with a 5:13 pace, and Apryl Sabadosa of Westfield, second overall with a 5:43 pace (in socks)!
4th place overall went to Kevin Mepham of Amherst. Speedy
partners Angela and John Schatz of Shelburne Falls finished
together (a second apart, according to their chip times) at
10th and 11th place overall. 11-year-old Kyle Yanko came in
16th place at 21:14, and won his age group.

2017 marked the 7th year of the 5K run/walk, but it was
also the inauguration of the 10K route, which was perfectly
plotted to start and finish with the 5K, with an extra loop up
East Pleasant Street. Both routes feature deceptively challenging rolling hills from start to finish – these are tough
courses! But they are nonetheless a participant’s delight: I’ve
never seen such enthusiastic roadside cheering, both organized (more cowbells!) and spontaneous, such festive course
markers (daffodil-decorated, of course), or so many strategically placed street-corner crossing guards. And the post-race
activities delighted as well: who doesn’t love a BBQ, a bounce
house, or ongoing all-comers tug-of-war?
Colorful costumes were encouraged and appreciated, but
the actual running awards took precedence over the costume
awards, so in the end only those hardy (or foolhardy) enough
to be standing around shivering in costume as the morning
sun steadily slipped away got to show off their kits for the
official judges. In this event, though, official judging hardly
seemed to matter. Overall finishers: 703.

Racing Nugget
Straighten Up! In the later miles of a long race, it can be so easy
to let fatigue literally bring you down. Don’t let it! Raise your
shoulders and your head. Open your chest. Bring in oxygen. Use
those core muscles you worked so hard to make look good. The
good posture shift will send you to a strong, powerful finish.
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Carrie’s VERY appropriate race outfit (photo by Janice Stone)

Got a racing tip? Send it along and we’ll share it in an upcoming
issue! While we’re at it, please consider sharing your funniest
running moments, SMAC-related stories, and silly shenanigans.
Wardrobe malfunctions? Do tell! Also wanted: all advice, ideas,
reviews, recipes, photos, drawings, secrets, and more! And it’s
Sohan Tyne
always great to hear where people’s favorite places to run are.
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Race Report

Cheshire Half Marathon
by Ted Ridout
Great weather on Sunday, April 30 for the Cheshire Half
Marathon south of Hartford, CT. And a much easier course
than Middletown, CT, with some improvement on my finishing time. Nothing to get too excited about, however.
I arrived 75 minutes before the 8:30 start, and grabbed
one of the last spots at the high school. Others had to park
further away, some using shuttles to get to the high school. A
huge vendor area was underway with free toothbrushes,
band aids, pens, bottles, and other less useful items offered
to lure you. Also Porsche and Audi vehicles on display.
The sun was out at the start, with the half marathon leaving before the 5K. About 54 degrees. And thankfully the
clouds did in the sun shortly, making the temperature just
perfect. We went through several neighborhoods, upscale
suburb, before arriving at the Farmington Canal Heritage Trail
at mile 3. This trail runs from New Haven, CT up to... Northampton! 80 miles.
We were on the trail from mile 3 to mile 7 before going
back on roads parallel to the trail. The trail section was very
level, as expected. And the rest of the course had no significant hills, just some brief ups and downs, with more downs
coming later in the race. After the trail sections, the changes
in elevation actually brought some more focus to the tunedout brains of the runners. We returned to the trail for about

half a mile at mile 11. Through neighborhoods to the top of
the track at the high school, then three-quarters of the way
around the track to finish under a huge American flag.
Alas, most of the food had been eaten, another price of
a slower pace. Bananas only left, no system of allowing earlier
runners to go through a line just once until most had finished.
A speedy awards ceremony underway by the Porsche. 5-year
age-groups, awards to top 3 in each, plastic trophies, and a
very small bottle of champagne for the 1st places. Shortsleeve polyester tee setting a new record for number of ads
on the back: an astounding 85! The ads are so small that no
one could possibly read them. Mercy, please, race directors.
The road past the high school is only 2 lanes. So there
was a substantial tie-up leaving the area. About 15 minutes to
get out of a lot and free of the congestion. Shortly after, up
near Hartford, major downpours and lightning. Can we expect
more excitement in one day?
This race heartily gets my thumbs up. Overall, it was way
ahead of the Middletown event. So I hope to return next year
(in the next age group). My humble time was 2:29:37 (an
11:32 pace). 1,144 of 1,334 overall. I was 4 of 6 in the 70–74
age group. One older runner: a 79-year-old doing 2:38. Fun.
Ted is a SMAC member (profiled recently) from Northampton.

SMAC Summer Youth Track is Almost Here!
SMAC will be offering two youth track leagues this summer, one in Amherst and one in Northampton.
Registration for Amherst is with Leisure Services (LSSE). Registration for Northampton is with Northampton Recreation Dept.
This will be our 9th year in Amherst and our 25th year in Northampton. We are pleased to partner with our community sponsors and the track teams of both high schools to run the programs.
• There will be four teams in Amherst and six teams in Northampton.
• Boys and girls of all abilities will be placed on teams and can compete in both relay and individual events.
• Non-team member children (2–14 yrs.) can enter an open 100m dash each night (the youngest kids can do a 55m dash).
• Team t-shirts and water for all participants!
• Medals and sport gifts are given at the end of the series!

Please see the SMAC website for more information
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Upcoming Races

Local Scheduling Notes
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region
Weekly 5K cross-country races every Tuesday evening at the Northampton Community Gardens off of Burts Pit Rd
Weekly group hill-climb workouts every Wednesday evening at South Sugarloaf Mtn. (check website/Facebook for details)
Weekly track Workouts every Wednesday evening at the Deerfield Academy track at 6 pm [Track]
Alternating weekly 5Ks and 10Ks at Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke (see the Empire One running club’s website for full details)

May
6 (Saturday) Chesterfield Fun Run 5K and 10K Chesterfield / Pisgah, NH 9 a.m. link
6 (Saturday) Seven Sisters Trail Race Amherst, MA a.m. link [TRAIL]
7 (Sunday) Holyoke Marathon (Walter Childs) Mt. Tom/Holyoke, MA 8 a.m. link
14 (Sunday) Mother’s Day Half-Marathon Whately, MA 8 a.m. link
20 (Saturday) Rabbit Run 10K XC New Salem, MA 10 a.m. link
20 (Saturday) River Valley 5K Ashley Res, Holyoke, MA 9:30 a.m. link
20 (Saturday) Westfield Flat Fast 5K Westfield, MA 1 p.m. link
21 (Sunday) Rafters College Towne Classik 5K Amherst, MA 10:30 a.m. link
21 (Sunday) Steel Rail Half-Marathon Adams, MA 9:30 a.m. link
21 (Sunday) Shires of Vermont Marathon Bennington/Arlington, VT 8 a.m. link
21 (Sunday) Soapstone Mountain Trail Races (13 and 3 miles) Stafford Springs, CT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
27-28 (Saturday/Sunday) Pineland Trail Running Festival New Gloucester, ME all weekend link [TRAIL]
27 (Saturday) Wachusett Hill Climb (road race) 10K Princeton, MA 9:30 a.m. link
29 (Monday) Ididarun 10K Swanzey, NH 8:30 a.m. link link2

June
3 (Saturday) Firebird 5K Greenfield, MA 8 a.m. link
3 (Saturday) West River Trail Run South Londonderry, VT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
3 (Saturday) Sawmill Hills Scramble 5K and Kids Run Northampton, MA 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
4 (Sunday) Pack Monadnock 10-mile hill climb Wilton, NH 9 a.m. link1 link2
10 (Saturday) Ascutney Mountain Run (3.7 miles uphill) Mt. Ascutney, VT 9 a.m. link
10 (Saturday) West Brookfield Classic 5K Race West Brookfield, MA 9 a.m. link
10 (Saturday) Drummer Hill Trail Race Keene, NH 8 a.m. link [TRAIL]
10 (Saturday) North Face Endurance Challenge Mt. Wachusett, MA 5 a.m. link [TRAIL]
11 (Sunday) Nipmuck South Trail Race Mansfield Hollow, CT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
11 (Sunday) Westfield Wave Sprint Triathlon Westfield, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
11 (Sunday) Lake Wyola Road Race (4.8-miler) Shutesbury, MA 10:30 a.m. link
15 (Thursday) Green Mile Pittsfield, MA 5:30 p.m. link
16 (Friday-Saturday) Ragnar New England trail relays Northfield Mtn, MA link [TRAIL]
17 (Saturday) Brick House 5K Turners Falls, MA 10 a.m. link
17 (Saturday) Mt. Washington Road Race Gorham, NH 9 a.m. link
17 (Saturday) Vegan Power Ultra 50K Pittsfield, MA 7 a.m. link [TRAIL]
18 (Sunday) Mt. Greylock half-marathon and 5K trail races Adams, MA 10 a.m. link [TRAIL]
18 (Sunday) JCC Father’s Day 10K Springfield, MA 8:30 a.m. link
24 (Sunday) Westfield Half-Marathon, 10K, & 5K Westfield, MA 11 a.m. link
24 (Saturday) Xterra French River off-road triathlons (durtyfeets) Oxford, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
25 (Sunday) Hodges Hoedown Oxford, MA 8 a.m. link [TRAIL]
25 (Sunday) Bare Hill Triathlon Harvard, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
29 (Thursday) Riverfront Scramble Series 5K #1 Hartford, CT 6:30 p.m. link
from 2016, new date TBD: 21 (Tuesday) Lake Dennison 4-miler Baldwinville, MA 6:30 p.m. link

July: 4 on the Fourth (Keene NH), Firecracker 4-Miler (Brattleboro VT), Quaboag Plantation Triathlon (West Brookfield MA), Mas-

sachusetts State Triathlon (Winchendon MA), Vermont 100, Give Peace a Tri (Surry NH), Twin Reservoirs Half-Marathon (Holyoke
MA), Soapstone Assault trail race (Stafford Springs CT), NMC Burbank 5M Trail Race (Fitchburg MA), Nancy Conz 5K, and more
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Upcoming Races

Half Marathon / 8K Race
Race starts: 9:30 AM for the half; 10:00 AM for the 8K
LIMITED to first 750 registered runners for the half; 200 for the 8K
Cash prizes for both races!!

www.berkshirerunningcenter.com

Next Race in the
2017 SMAC Series:

New Salem
Rabbit Run
10 a.m.
May 20th, 2017
Run for a
Cause!
Sunday, May 14, 2017
8:00 am – Half-Marathon Race Start
7:30 am – Walkers Start
(9 mile option as well as 13.1 miles)
Register at www.racewmass.com
Like us on Facebook

7th Annual WMass Mother’s Day Half Marathon
A fundraising effort to benefit Cancer Connection
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Come enjoy a challenging 10K
through the beautiful woods
of New Salem. The race is
mostly trail right next to
Quabbin Reservoir. Lots of
hills, lovely scenery, terrific
people, and fun prizes! Proceeds benefit the New Salem
public playground.
New Salem Common
15 South Main St.,
New Salem, MA
$20 May 2 through race day

Registration
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SMAC Gear
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Flash-SMAC

Another Don Grant classic from the archives…

The
Tides of
March
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Parting Shots

Farewell to Winter
Now that it’s May, winter seems so far away...

Striding out the last days of spring snowmelt on a Sunday group long run along Green River Road in Greenfield. (Photo by Ben Kimball)

Spring hillclimbing on South Sugarloaf Mtn. (Photo by Ben Kimball)

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2017

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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